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Hello again, as we come together to continue with
another visitation to the Station of Light, and as we
continue to release everything that is of concern to
us physically, emotionally or mentally and then we
are clear enough to assimilate more of the higher
information which comes to us during these
transmissions.
Life is very interesting. Our exploration of Self is
very interesting, so, come with me through the
Omega Portal and meet up together in the receiving
area of the Station of Light. Again there will be the
sense of feeling at ease and being comfortable in
this area, because it is familiar. It is a state of
consciousness and yet it is a reality – a real space –
that is available to us, and it is probably more than
that as well. Initially, this is what is required for me
to bring you into this level of consciousness so that
you receive, so that you can receive intuitively and
that means of course that the left and right
hemispheres of your brain will be balanced. The
logic and the sensory perceptions.
We are ready to begin now and I open myself to
allow the Light Beings within this dimensional
Station of Light to come forward to us.

“Welcome Beloved. Orem addressing
you and in the opening words there is
created the passageway and pathway
which facilitates this way of helping you
with greater understanding and bringing you into the
clear passageways and pathways and state so that
you become more conscious.
Being more conscious allows you to embrace, and
allow energy from Source Creation to come through
to you. It may also bring you into the informational
field which can define to you certain happenings
around the planet. You have to be aware that some
of the happenings are purposefully created as
disturbances and distractions. There is none of that
in this space that you are drawn into here. It is your
choice. You may feel comfortable with moving into
information systems which present to you ongoing
conflict, so when you choose to be here, this is all
about observing you and your placement on your
journey into different realities and the purpose for
those journeys into different realities.
Everything that you bring into your life pattern
affects everyone around you. The choices you
make and your intention, therefore, becomes
clarified to you.
Continuing from previous transmissions now, there
is a little review occurring, mostly because we are
presenting you into ongoing timeframes. The
timeframes individually initiate to you specific
intersectional coordinates. You understand
coordinates in respect to your measurement of
longitude and latitude and in this way we are adding
a multi-dimensional coordinated system whereby
you are drawn, by intention, into the unfolding
coordinated spheres. These dimensional spheres
also bring to you reminders of previous aspects of
your consciousness which are imprinted in your
consciousness field, which incorporates your
present living life phase reality. So, when we
embrace other coordinate areas and experiences,
we draw upon those which are most useful for you
to bring in around you now as you participate in
creation of a higher field of consciousness, a higher

state of community existence and all of this relates
to how you are helping evolve the planetary system,
which is not only Earth, but what is drawn into its
gravitational field as you know that and you
understand that, and we are talking about a multidimensional field of existence. This field of
existence incorporates alternate time realities,
alternate dimensional realities. In this way, many
Beings can tap into alternate realities and they will
think that is the only way that Earth is progressing
into and those realities may not include an
expansion of consciousness. It might simply be
moments of power and in that experience, many
people find they have growth.
Again, because we are shepherding you through
these dimensional coordinates, we are aligning you
with the higher aspect of your consciousness field
and that higher aspect is all about expansion of
consciousness and a higher state of evolution. This
is what we experience when we move you into the
Earth Light City existence. So that crystalline city of
light – and you are becoming much more familiar
with that – has a very expansive existence and
sphere of energy and that incorporates what you
would want to have in the Earth’s gravitational field.
You might be experiencing a sensation of joy as we
bring this to you and that indeed is magnificent. That
is what is natural for you to be experiencing
throughout all of your energy system.
In your light body consciousness state here, all of
this is well known to you. It is simply being brought
up into conscious memory and you can draw upon
the energy itself, which has its own way of
fabrication, of manifestation. Immersing yourself
into this brings through you the pattern of a higher
way of creation and existence.
Also included in that are ways to be transported
through different dimensional fields, so if you are
wishing to bring knowledge of how to be transported
through different reality time, then the information is
included in what you are experiencing in this
session.

This is an overall level of information surrounding
you all on this planet, and those who are sufficiently
tuned into it will be able to create models and to
absolutely verify the information they are receiving,
creating new modes of travel and experience. This
will be coming into your timeline, to your present
reality. Those ones involved in the sciences of
bringing new creations through are already
improving methods of transport, methods of
communication, methods of allowing a higher
consciousness connection.
As we observe you gathered here as a group, we
are able to see many amongst you here who are
pulling in the information through what is presented
to you, so this is very interesting for you if you are
the ones who are bringing the new creations in, and
if you are not, then be aware that you are supporting
the introduction into your present reality of new
methods, new modes. This will all be permitted to
evolve. You would refer to it as the appropriate
timing. We are aware that for many of you it is the
appropriate timing and you are ready for it. You are
ready for it to manifest around you, more than it just
manifesting here in the Earth Light City where it is
already present. Observe around you. Do you see
different ways of transportation and communication
happening? It is coming into your media for visual
presentation and for it to be incorporated within you.
There are many specialised Beings who are already
on Earth at the present time, being born as children
and the children have evolved and established
communication fields which is enabling all of this to
come in. This will be reassuring you that it is not far
into the future that we are speaking about. It is
current time reality for you.
There have been already great shifts in the
consciousness of enough people on Earth to create
this, to allow it to come through the particular Beings
who will work with it and who are supported in the
mechanics of it, so while there are many new
inventions to come forward and new ways of
understanding energy patterns, there is the
continuation of a useful stream of research

development and implementation also occurring.
Some of this is done without mainstream public
being aware of it, so therefore it is done protected
until it can be presented usefully and fully. You
needed to experience this, to understand it and
know it. We realise that as you continue to observe
what happens worldwide, you may feel a bit
disheartened at lack of progress, until you observe
around you and see behind the scenes of what
really is happening with new creations and there is
also the appearance around many people of those
who are guiding, protecting and assisting the
manifestation of all of this we are referring to.
Withdrawing you from this space where we have
been speaking about this to you and you were in an
aspect of the Earth light city, we now bring you into
the assembly within the Station of Light and again
this is to help you absorb what is being given to you
and to allow you to sense that you have been given
a particular seed of information which will continue
to grow and expand within you. It is not just
information to be recorded. It is information to be
activated within you to unfold newer mechanisms
within you, newer patterns of code within you, which
improve the overall well-being and functioning of
everything throughout your physical, emotional,
mental bodies. Being exposed continuously into this
state of energy, the emotional and mental
disturbances are very easily cleared from you.
Those are old patterns and some of you continue to
maintain them, to hold onto them. That is not
necessary. It is necessary for you to be clear and
confident and joyful and in this we are assisting you,
so allow this to work for you. Again, your intention is
important, as we continue to remind you.
We touch you each upon your heart centre as this
seed continues to grow within you, enlivening you.
In some people it will be as if you have been
reconnected again to the holistic state of
consciousness, expanding into the pure light of
intention of the energy systems enveloping you.
Keeping this around you, come back now into the
receiving area of the Station.

It is a very strong field that continues to enfold you
and this will continue as you need it to be there,
consciously. We see this and thus the intention for
this transmission is complete

Orem out “

Orem, again I thank you. This is Lani speaking
again and I come here with you in this area, in this
wonderful space.
Again, I feel we have been infused with this energy
– updated – our software has been updated, and will
that update also the hardware of our physical body?
It is an interesting time when we consider ourselves
to be a living, organic, unit – this biological state of
energy,
Now I want you to bring all of this back into your
physical body, into your physical life and
environment, remembering of course that you are
part of the Earth creation. So what does that bring
up in you? What are you creating as the state that
you would want Earth to be in and all of its
inhabitants? It is very interesting when we consider
these ways of why we are here.
Now, become fully conscious again of your body,
loving it, loving this life, allowing wonderful change
to happen.
It is time for me to close this transmission through
the Omega Portal until we gather again. Please
continue to be with me by listening to the
transmissions and sharing them with others.

Thank you everyone - Lani
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